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Abstract

In this research, a distribution network that trucks transport various products including perishable foods from some suppliers to some stores are considered. In this distribution network, there are multiple cross docking centers. Cross docking is a logistic management strategy in which products delivered by inbound trucks from suppliers are immediately loaded to outbound trucks to stores in same day. Because products are not stored for a long term in cross docking center, cross docking center can save operation cost, reduce inventory space, shorten delivery lead time from supplier to store and avoid loss of sales opportunities due to deterioration of food etc. A distribution network that has multiple cross docking centers is called the cross docking network. This research considers effective truck transportation among cross docking centers in cross docking network. The main difference from the previous truck scheduling paper of cross docking network is that this research selects truck type considering temperature control zone (Normal, Chilled and Frozen) of the products to be transported. We propose a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) with an objective function which is to minimize total transportation cost among cross docking centers. And this research decides truck type, truck size, destination, quantity of loaded product and departure time to cross docking center. We show numerical experiment results using real data transported among cross docking centers and discuss the difference between the current and proposed transportation.
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